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ABSTRACT

In a paper by P. Dubey and L.S. Shapley an axiomatic definition of the

Ba,nzha,f value has been extracted from a,n axioma,tic def inition of the

Banzhaf power index (see t6]). Briefly spea,king, the Banzhaf va,lue axioms

can be obta,ined from the Sha,pley value axioms by replacing efficiency by a

sirnilar axiom. This fa,ct suggest that other recently discovered properties

of the Shapley value can lead to similar properties for the Banzhaf value

and this is the motivation for the present work.

In our paper, we introduce a potential function for the Banzhaf value

a,nd based upon some properties of this function similar to those obtained

by S. Ha,rt a,nd A. Mas-Colell (see [8])' we find a potentia] basis for the

space of T.U. games with the set of players N. This ba,sis allows us to

determine the null space of the Banzhaf value and more genera,l, to solve

the problem of giving an explicit expression for the set of games in the

above mentioned space which have an apriori given Banzhaf value. A similar

a,pproach has been used in an earlier paper of the author for the weighted

Shapley value (see t2]). Further, we introduce a concept of reduced ga,ne

for the Banzhaf value and give an axioma,tic characterization of this value

ba,sed upon the reduced game property and the standard property, similar to

the characterization obtained for the Shapley va,J-ue by S. Ha,rt and A. Mas-

Colell (see [8]).

In the first section, we give the basic concepts a,s well as the ma.jor

results obtained for the Shapley value in t8]. In the second section, we

introduce the potential of the Banzhaf value and find the potential in

terms of the coalitional form and in terms of the dividend form of the game
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1. Notations and Basic Concepts

A coopera,tive transferable utility garne in coa,Iitional form is a pair

@:(N,o), where N is a finite set with lNl:n, a,nd o is a function defined

on the power set of .l[ with real values a,nd o(0)=0. For each ^9gNrS+O,

called a coalition, the number o(S) represents the worth of coa,lition S.

Denote by GN the set of all games with the set of pla,yers N; a,s in the

following i[ will be fixed, we can use a, notation like o EGN, which means

that the game (N,r) is in GN. Recall that GN is a vector space with

dtm(GN)=2n-Io if we define the addition of games by (rr+u2)(5)-rr(S)+u2(,S)

and the sca.Ia,r rnultiplication by (ao)(S) = au(^9),V.9 g N.

Any functional xzGN-Rn is called a, value; here x;(o), Yi e N , is

interpreted as the win of player i in ga,me u€GN. In the cLassical game

theory, a fundamenta,l problem is that of splitting fairly the worth of the

grand coaLition o(N) among the players, in case tha,t N forms. Therefore,

many va,Iues are supposed to satisfy a,mong others the axiom

Dr.ryXt(u)=o(If),V,€GN, a,nd in this case X is called efficient. Among

these values is the Shapley value, introduced by L.S. Shapley in 112), a,nd

the multiweighted Shapley va,lues introduced in t3]. However, there are

a,Iso non-efficient values. For any ga,me aeGN denote the sum of narginals

for all pla,yers by rn(trf,o)1 consider

(1.1) r(N,,u) = #, m(N,u)= 7hI, e n Ds:t € s _c r[u(s) - u(s - {t})].



Ve

is

shall call n(N,u) the power

the value defined bv

(t.2)

(see [11]) 0bviously, we have

of the game (N,u). The Banzhaf value of u€GN

D t . ;vB;(N, u) = zr(N, u);

B;(N,a) = #.D",, e s g rlo(^e) - r(s - {i})l,v; e ff ,

(1.3)

for example, for a game a with T(.lf) = 1 and T(S) = 0,VscN, we ha,ve

r(N,o):nf2n-t +o (N) if n)2, hence the Banzhaf value is not efficient.

Note that (1.3) is a, property similar to efficiency, here u(l[) ha,s been

repla,ced by zr(N,o) which does not depend on any solution. Note also that we

ca,n construct a,n efficient value by multiplying each component of the

Banzha,f value by [zr(N,tr)]-tr(N), however the new value will be nonlinear and

other properties will be lost.

A game u € GN is monotonic, if S gT implies o(S) S o(?),V,9I N,V? e I[; a

game oe GN is simple, if o(.9)€{0,1},VSgN. Note that in some publications

(tike [11]) the term simple is used for ga,mes having both properties. For

monotonic simple games the rnarginal u(^9)-o(S-{i}) is always equal to 0 or 1;

precisely, the value 1 is obtained if coalition,g is r+inning while.9-{i} is

Ioosing, a,nd the value 0 occurs in all other cases. Therefore, such a

difference is called a, swing. The Banzha,f power index, from which the

Banzhaf va,lue emerged for general games, ha,s been defined on the set of

monotonic simple games by m;(N,u) = Ds,,€sgr[r(S)-o(,S-{i})],V;eru, i.e. the



sum of swings for each player (see [1]). In [6] an a,xiomatic definition of

the Ba,nzhaf power index has been proved; in a note at the end of the

paper, the Banzhaf value is discussed, and it is stated that on GN this

value, like the Shapley va,lue, enjoys the symmetry, dummy and Iinearity

properties, but the efficiency axiom fails. In l7f, which is a' natural

continuation of i5] and [6], the Shapley value and the Banzha,f value are

discussed in para,llel and it has essentially been shown that the efficiency

axiom is the one rnaking the difference between the two values. Precisely,

for the Ba,nzhaf value the efficiency axion is replaced by

IrarvBi(ff,u)-ur(N,o). This similarity and recent results in the theory of

the Shapley value which have no similar results in the theory of the

Banzha,f va,lue is the motivation for our present work.

In [8], S. Hart and A. Mas-Colel1 introduced the potentia,l of the

Shapley value and gave a new axiomatic cha.racterization for the Shapley

value by means of the potential. For each game u€GN the potential of the

Shapley value is recursively defined on the power set of ff by P(0,a) = 0 and

(1.4) p(T,u)= ftr{r) + L erP(T- U},u)l,vr g.r.r,

where t: | 7 I . Ve mention the following ma,jor results to be of interest in

the next section: (a) the potential of the Shapley value satisfies

(1.5) P(T,u)= Dsgr
(s-1)!(t-s)!

u(,9),Vr g;v;

the Shapley value of u€GN,
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(1.6)

Note that in

S gT, and for

the sum (1.5)

the restriction

occur the numbers ls(T)=

of tr to 7 we have

(s-1)!(r-s)! , v?gN,

P(N,o) - P(N - U],r) = 6 1(N,a),Vi e rv.

(1 .7) di(T,u) = t 7*(")[u(s) - a(S - U])1, Vi e r.
SzjeSgT -

In the next section, we shall introduce a potentia,I of the Banzhat va,lue

having properties similar to (") and (b) a,nd before going to an a,xiomatic

characterization in the fourth section, we shall return a,t the end of the

next section with other recent results for which the similar ones will be

discussed in the third section.

2. The Potential of the Banzhaf Value.

For each game o g GN the potential of the Banzha,f value is a function @

recursively defined on the por.rer set of /f by Q(0,r)=0 and

(2.1) Q(r,o) = ll"{r,r)+ D i e rQ(T - {j}, o)1, vr _c r,

where r(T,a) is the power of the subgame (T,o). Here a,nd in other simila,r

situations we understa,nd that in the subgame we consider the restriction of

u to T.

Theorem 1: If Q is the potential of the Banzhaf value, then we ha,ve

(2.2) Q(T,r) = #D5 6 7o(^9),Vr c N,



where t= lT l.

Note the similarity of formulas (2.1) and (1.4), !(T) ha,s been replaced

by r(T,u); also, Theorem 1 is comparable to the above stated result (a). To

prove Theorem 1 we need the following:

Lemma 2: For all TCN we have

(2.3) r(T,u) =;-!4tu1r) + Eu cr(2u-t)a(u)1,

where r(T,u)

Proof:

power of the subgame (T,a).

(2.4) r(T,u) = D, erB;(T,r1 =;LD u .r[uu((I)- (t - u)u(u))=

=;}rltolr)+ f u cr(2u-t)u(u)1,
L

where the first equality sign is given by the definition of r(T,a), the

second equa,lity sign follows from the fact that for each coa,lition U eT the

term a(U) occurs in u components B;(T,a) with a positive sign and in t-u

components with a negative sign (if u ( t), and the third equality sign is

obtained by separating the terrn with u(7).

Note that we shalL use Lemma 2 also in the fourth section because r(Tru)

enters in the definition of the reduced game.

@Veuseaninductionoverthesizeofcoa,lition7.

If l?l=1, i.e. T={i}, then from (2.1) we get Q(i},o)=r({i},u)=u({i'}) which

proves (2.2) in this case. Assume that (2.2) holds for all coal,itions of

size at most t-1; then, we get

is the

Ve get

(2.5) D, . rQg - {i},r) = #Du cr(t - u)u(u),



beca,use a coalition UCT is a subset of t-u coalitions f -{i}. The last

formula and Lemma, 2 give:

(2.G) r(T,u)+ D, erQ(r-U), a1=7!p(r)+7l-.!p cr(2u-t)u(u)+

, *, _ rD u c r(t - u)a(u) = ;h,e) * #D u c ra((/)

and from here and (2.1) we obtain (2.2) for T. Hence, (2.2) holds in

genera,l .

Theorem 3: If Q is the potential of the Ba,nzhaf value, then ve ha,ve:

(2.7) Q(N,a) - Q@ - U],r) = B i(N,u),Y i e N,

where 81 are the components of the Banzhaf value.

Proof: I{e compute the difference by using Q.2); for each i€N we have

(2.8) Q(N,o)-Q(N-{r},r)=7hD"clvo(,s) -#-DsqN-171t(s) =

-L12,.-, ,IsgN-{r}'(s)+ I", i esE rv'(s)l - r+"-rDs cN-{i}'('s) =

= 7!D":, € s s iv[r(s) -,(,s - U])l = Bi(N,a)'

Note that in the sum of Theorem 1 occur the numbers 7s(?) =;[1,Vf gN,SgT,

and for the restriction of s to ? we have

(2.e)

which is a formula similar to formula, (1.7) for the Shapley value.

Obviously, Theorem 3 is similar to the major result (b). Note that in [8]



the results for the Shapley value have been proved in the converse order,

using in the proof of (b) the well known axioms for the Shapley va,Iue (see

[11]r[12]). Instead, we have used simple algebra,ic ma,nipulations with the

Ba,nzhaf value formula, which led to Lemma, 2. Clearly, the results for the

Shapley va,lue can also be presented in the sa,me way.

Note that the representation of the potential of the Ba,nzhaf value in

terms of the dividend form is quite different:

Theorem 4: It Q is the potential of the Banzhaf value and a7 are the

coordinates of u€GN in the unanimity basis, then

(2. 10) Q(N,r)= I rgxrlt-.cr,

vhere t= l"l.

Proof: A is linear on GN, so that to prove the result

compute the potentials of the basic vectors. Theorem 1 for

u=1t17t RCN, gives

we

T_

should

lf a,nd

(2.7L) Q(N, u a) = 7! D 
" 

c ivua(S),

where u6 is the unanimity garne associated with coa,Iition .R, i.e. "n(S)- 1 if

^9)-R and u6(.9)=0 otherwise. Taking into account the definition of up the

sum makes 2n -' , so that f rom (2 .1J) we get Q(N,un) - 2r -' . Then , from

, = f " 
g NoRuR the linearity of A and the result just proved, s'e get

(2.10) . Reca,ll that the expression for the Shapley value was

P(.l[,u)= D, e1,rt-Lor, (see [8]).
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Let us return to other recent results on the Shapley va.lue, for which

we shall be looking for sirnilar resul,ts on the Banzhaf value in the next

section. In L2), the author has introduced the concept of potential basis

for the Shapley value and the following ma,jor results have been proved:

(c) There is a set of games u5€GN,V.9gIf,,9f 0, given by

(2.12) u.,5(^9)-s, ur"(SUU])= -I, Yj(5, ws=0 otherwise

which form a basis for GN, such that the coordinates of each ueGN in

that basis a,re exactly the potentials of the Shapley va,lue for r., and its

subgames; (d) If / is the Shapley value, then

(2. 13) 6(N,.) =0,V^9ctr{, lSl <n-2, $(N,w7,):e

4(N,wx_U))= -ei,Yie N,

where ej a.re the vectors of the standard basis in Rn and e€Rn has all

components 11 (.) the null space of the Shapley value is generated by

,lr+ Dreiv.N-{r} and all ws with lSl < n-2, a,nd each u€GN ca,n be

represented as

(2.La)u= t lslS, -2P(S,ws)ws*P(1{,urr)(r.nr* D rrr-r-{i})- Dr. wdi(u,r)**-{i}.

Note that the last formula gives a1I games in GN for which the Shapley

value equals /, if we consider / as an apriori given vector in ft*. In the

next section, we shall see that the concept of potentia,l for the Ba,nzhaf

value introduced above is helpful in getting results sirnila,r to (")r(d),

and (e), in this case.

11



3. Potential Basis, NulI Space, The Inverse Problem.

A basis for GN is a potential basis of some value ;, if the coordinates

of each o € GN rela,tive to that basis a,re exactly the potentials of X for

its subgames.

I:emma_j: If X is a value which has a, potential E, and there is a

potential ba,sis C-{cs:SgN,S+g}, of X, then we should have for each

coalition 5:

(3. 1) I/(,S,cs) = 1, H(T,c) = 0, V? * S.

Proof: If C is a, basis for GN, then each r.r€GN can be expressed as

s1, = LT g NdTcT; so, for a = cS there a,re coeff icients dT such that

cs= LTgNaTcT. Then: w€ have as='1, and aT,--|rVT+s, because C is a,

basis. As C is a potential ba,sis, we ha,ve aT= H(T,cg),Vrgr, and (3.1)

follows.

Note that Theorem 1 gives the potentia.ls of the Ba,nzhaf value for o and

its subgames when the game is known, but the same Theorem 1 determines

recursively the game whenever the potentials are known, by the formula

(3.2) a(T) : zt - 1g(r,{- I " 
.7u(U),YT 9 N,

derived fron (2.2),

Theorem 6: For ea,ch ,9 CN, S*9, there is a unique ga,me cg such that

Q(S,c) = 1 and Q(T,"s)-0 vr + S. Moreover, we ha,ve for each S:

L2



(3.3)

Proof : If l"l < l5l, then formula (3.2) written for a=cs shows that

cs(?)=0; we have c5(^9)=2'-1 and cs(T):0,VT+5, if l"l= lSl. If t>s, then

in (3.2) the first term is zero and we should use

(3.4) cs(T)= - D" crcs({/).

Proceed by induction over p-l-s; check the case p=I. If T7S, then all

ct{U),YU CT, in (3.4) are zero, hence cs(T) = 0; if ? f ,9, then in the sum

only cs(.9) is different of zero and we get cs(T) - -2"-r, i.e. (3.3) holds.

Assume that for t=slp, with 1( p1k.- formula (3.3) holds and consider the

case p-k. If Ty'S, then each U CT does not contain ,9 and again cs(T)=g;

if T)5, then the nonzero terms in the right hand side of (3.4) ca.n be

grouped a,ccording to the size of Uz there is one term for U:5, then C(&, 1)

terms for U=SUIjL Vi/5, i€T, and so orr C(k,k-t\ terms for

S=T -U)' ies, ieT. fn ea,ch group all terms are equal a,nd by using the

induction assumption we get

(3.5)
"s(r) = -12" -' + C1k,1X - 1).2s-1 +. .. + C(k,e - 1X - 1)k-1.2s -t1 -

= -28 -tlr - c&,D+...+ (- 1)& -tc(k,b- 1)l- (- r;t.2"-t

c.(r) = {

(-t)o.2" -r if T) S,p=t-st

0 otherwise.

where we ha,ve

(3.3) holds for

Exa.mple 1:

used a well known combinatoria,l identitv. Hence. formul-a

& and the result follows.

If llfl =3, then formula (3.3) gives the following games

13



c ltrzrsl

"{trz}
t{r, a}

"{zrs}

= (0,0,0,0,0,0,4),

where the components of ea,ch cg have been taken in the order

{U,{2},{3},{1,2},{1,3},{2,3}, and {1,2,3}. Note that these vectors a,re linea,rly

independent, hence they form a basis of R7,

reqj: The set of ga,mes cs€GN,V.g EN,S+$, form a basis for GN

and this is a potential basis for the Ba,nzha,f value.

Proof: It is easy to see, like in Example t, that the set C is

linearly independent, hence it is a basis for GN because lCl =2n-l=

-a;m(GN). Thus we should show that C is a potential basis for the Banzhaf

value, i.". for any aeGN, in ,=tT-NaTcT ve have a7=Q(T,a),VTgN,

where A is the potential of the Banzhaf value. Frorn the expansion

o(^9) = Dr a NaycU(S) by adding up a,s shown in formula (2.2) we get

Q(T,o)=DugNauQ(T,cu). The games cs satisfy Q(T,"u):0rYU*7, and

Q(T,"r)= 1, hence Q(T,u) - a7.

Note that for the space GN with llfl =3. we can check the fact that the

games of Example 1 form a, potential basis. Indeed, from the expansion

o = Du g Nauct1 we get componentwi se:

,(1) - cr1, u(2) = oz, u(3) = a3) a(I,2) =2ot,z- d,7- d2, a(I,3) = 2o1,3 - al- aJ

a(2r3) =2d2rs- a2- agt a(7r2,3) - Qottz,J-2a1r2-2ot,"-2o2rg+ ar * a2* ag, and

example we ca,n compute by using (2.2)z

Q({t,z},a) = } tr{r) + u(2) * a(r,2)) = o!, 2

Q(17,2,3) , o) - flrtrl + u(2)+ u(B) + a(t,2)* o(r,3) * u(2,8)* o(1,2,8)l = qr 
,2 ,B

"{r} 
: (1,0,0, -1, -1,0' 1)'

"{z} = (0, 1,0, - 1,0, - 1, 1),

"{s} 
: (0,0,1,0, -1, -1,1),

= (0,0, 0,2,0,0, -2)

= (0,0, 0,0,2,0r-2),

= (0,0,0,0, 0,2, -2) ,

for

L4
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Now we intend to compute the Banzhaf value for the basic vectors in the

potentia,I basis. This gives

Theorelq--g: ff cs,VS !N,S*fl, are the ga.mes in the potential basis of

the Banzha,f value. then their Banzhaf values are:

B(N,c)= 0,V^9 C /f, l S l 1 n -2,
B(N,c*_{i}) = - ei,Yi € N,

B(N,cy) - e,

(3.6)

where eirVieN, are the vectors of the standard basis for Rn, and e is a

vector with all components equal to 1.

Proof: To find the Banzhaf values we should compute Q(N,") and

QW - {j},"s),V; € N,and use Theorem 3. If ,9 = N, then Q(N,cil: I,Q(N - {j},"r,,) = 0,

VreN' hence B(N,c1)=e. If S=N-{j}, then Q(N,ctt_{r})=0 and

8(N-{f},civ-gy)=6!, where 6!=O when i+j, and 6l=1, hence

B(N,cr_{i})= -ei,YieN. If lSl 1n-2, then both 8(N, c") : g and

Q@-{j},"i =0,Vr€N, hence B(tr[,c5)=0,Vscn with lsl < n-2.

Note tha,t the Shapley values of the basic vectors in the potential

basis of the Shapley value (2.13), are the same as the Banzhaf va,Iues (3.6)

of the basic vectors in the potential basis of the BanzteJ value.

Now, we intend to solve the following inverse problem: a vector itr € R'

if given; f ind all games a eGN such that B(JV,o) - V. In particular, we

shall determine the nuII space of the Banzhaf value.

Theorem 9: The set of games {",nr* Ir.Nc;y_til}U{cs: l^9 | <n-2},

genera,tes the null space of the Banzhaf value. Moreover, the set of games

aeGN such that B(Nru)-V, where IIr is apriori given, can be represented by
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(3'7)u= D 
rsr (n -ro'"'*qry(civ* 

Dr.r"t-{.t})- Dr.rvl"iv-{r}'

Proof : By Theorem 8, we have B(N,cs) = 0,V,9 C N, with lS | < n-2, and we

ca,n get easily B(N,c7y* | c^, ...) = 0; thereforer any linear combination
- 

jeN iv-{J}'

of these vectors is in the nuIl space. It remains to show that any aeGN

with B(N,o)=0 is such a linear combination. As C is a, potential basis, for

any ?, € GN we can write the expansion

(3.8) '= D lsl < ,-2Q(s,a)cs*Q(N,u)("iv+ Dr.,u"nn-rit)+

- D; e iv[O(N,0) - e(N - {i},o)]"N - {t};

if B(/f,u)=V, and we denote Q(S,r)=qs,V^9CN with lSl <n-2, and Q(N,u)=qN,

then by theorem 3 we get the representation (3.7) for o. Conversely, if a

game o€GN is represented by (3.7), then for any numbers 9s, l,9 l1n-2, a,nd

eN, r./e have B(y'f,o)=V, by Theorem 8. Ilence (3.7) gives the set of all

games having the apriori known Ba,nzhaf value itt. If V = 0, then o is a,

linear combination of "r+ D . cn r^.r and cg,V^9 C tr{ with lS I < n-2, so
J€iv /Y-t',}

that these vectors genera,te the nulI space.

O""*p]S_ :: Let ilt €,R3 be given; taking into a,ccount (3.7) and the

expressions of the basic vectors shown in Example L, we get an explicit

representation of aII games in GN with llf l=3, with B(N,a)=![r as follows:

,(1) - qp

o(2) - qz,

o(3) - qs 
'

u(L,2) - 2qN - h- e2-2Vt

o(1, 3) : 2q.N - It - As- 2V,

a(2,3) - 2qN - 8z- es-2V1,

u(1,2,3) = rr* Qz* Qs-2qN + 2(!r1 + it'2 + iI'3).
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One may check tha,t the parameters Qtreztgg and (iv are potentials and the

Banzhaf va,lue is V.

Ve return to a,n a,xiomatic characterization based upon the reduced game

property, similar to that given by S. Ha,rt and A. Mas-Colell in [8] for the

Shapley va,lue; however, it is easy to show an exa.mple in which the Banzha,f

value does not possess a reduced game property relative to the reduced game

used in t8]. Therefore, we shall introduce a new reduced ga,me in the next

section and we shal1 prove that an axiomatic characterization of the

Banzhaf value relative to this game can be given.

4. The reduced game and an axiomatic characterization.

For any aeGN and any S1N,S+$, let r(S,a) denotes the power of the

subgame (S,o), i.e. r(S,a)= Dra"Br(^9,o), where B;(S,u) are the components of

the Banzha,f value for this subgame. By Lemma 2, if t' is fixed then ur(^9,u)

are uniquely def ined for all ,9 g N,^9 *fi, bV formula

(4.1) r(S,a)= 
;*.r[so(s) + D u c s(2u- s)u(u)] ;

we can say that n is a. functional which assigns to each ueGN a, power ga,me

(zr(^9,o))€GN. But frorn (4.1) we get

(4.2) u(^9) = [lz"-tr(S,u)- D u cs(2u-s)o(t/)] ,V.9 c y'r,

which shows that conversely, if we know the values of the functional r for u

and all its subgames, then we ca,n obtain from (4.2) the unique game u for
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which the power game is the given one, In other words, we ha,ve:

Lemma--lQ: The functional z:GN-'GN is a, one-to-one correspondence on

GN. This result ma,kes valid the following:

Definition 11: For any ?Ctrf and any va]ue x, the reduced gane uleGr

is the game defined by the functional equation

(4.3)

where Tt=N-7.

r(s,afi) - "(sl)T',o) - D ercxj(sl)T',u),vs 
CT ,

Note the interpreta,tion of (4.3): the power of the subgame (5,r4) equals

the power of the ga,me that,9 would have made with the players who left,

minus the total payoff taken by those players before leaving. Note also

that if the solution is the Banzhaf value.

(4.3)', r$,u$)= t j e sB j(Sl)r",a),V S c T,

taking into account the property (1.3) of the value.

Recall that a, solution X has the reduced game property relative to the

reduced gu " o\, if for alt ?Cy'f we have yi(7,u6)=x1(N,a),Vjef . In other

words, in the reduced gu " of the players in ? will get the same pa,yoff as

in r.r.

&gorem-p: The Banzhaf value has the reduced game property rela,tive

to the gu " o$ defined bv (4.3)t for all ?Clf.

Proof: In the first stager we find the relationship between the

potentials of the game o€GN and those of the game ofieGT for all Sgf.

The potentials of ofr bV (2.1) occur in

18



(4.4)

(4.7)

rg,ufi): D i e sle6,rF) - A6 - {i},oBry1,v s E r .

In the definition (4.3)t we use Theorem 3 to get

(4.b) r(s,afi)=f,es[g(suTc,u)-e6uT'-{j},o)],v,sc?.

From (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain the equality

(4.6) Dr. slQ(S, rBd - Q6 - {i},ra)l= D, es[g(S uTc,a) - Q6 uTc -{j},o)],V^e c 
".

Now, we intend to prove by induction the formula

Q6,rF) = QG u Tc,v) - Q(7",o),V^g q 
"

by using (4.6). 0bviously, (4.7) holds for S =fl; formula (4.7) is va,lid

also for $: {f}, as shown by (4.6) for ,9: {i},Vi € lf . Assume that (4.7) is

valid for all coalitions .t with l.t | < s and consider a coalition S with

l3l =s; clearly, 3=LU{i} for some .t with lLl =s-1 and i.eL. Ve a,ctually

write (4.6) for 
^9 =3 = LU{i}t

sQ@u{t},oBil: sQ(LuTcu{f},o)+ I;. r,u1;ylQ@u{r}- {i},o1)-g@u?cu {i}-{i},o).
In the right ha,nd side, the potentia,I which occurs as the first in the

bracket is applied to a coalition of size lrU{i}-{j}l=s-1, hence (4.7)

holds for ,9 =LU{i}-{j}, and each term of the sum equals -Q(T',r); there are

s terms, hence the right hand side gives

Q(Lu {t},ofl) = Q@u ?c u {i}, r) - Q(T ,'r),
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i . e. (4.7) holds for .9 : LU {i} .

Formula (4.7) will be used for proving the reduced game property of the

Ba,nzhaf value as follows:

B j(T,oBr1: g1r,rf) - Qg - {i},rl'): Q(N,a) - Q(N - {i},u): Bi(N,o),vr e rr,

where the first and the last equality follow from Theorem 3 and the second

one follows from (4.7) written for ,9=? and S =T -U).

Note that the proof has the same type of steps as the proof of the

similar theorem in [8]; the new part is an appropriate definition for the

potential and for the reduced game corresponding to the Banzha,f value. The

next example shows the computation of a reduced game and illustrates the

reduced game property.

Exarnple 3 Consider the monotonic simple game: o(1) = a(2) = u(3) = o(1,2) = o(1,3) = 0

and a(2,3) = u(1,2,3) = 1. l{e intend to compute the reduced game for T = {1,,2}

and the Banzhaf value. I{e get the reduced game by using (4.2) for u=vBr,

where r(S,afi) is given by (4.3)', i.e. we use

(4.8) uBrlsy = *[r' - tD, 
. sB j(s u T",o)- D u c s(zu- s)o(t/)], vs g 

".

To comput" ,fi1t1 we need Br({1,3},u), to comput" ,$121 we need B2({2,3},o) and to

compute ofi1t,Z1 ere need Br(ff,o) and B2(N,u). By using (L.2) we get

B1({1,3},u) = 0, Br({2,3},a)=1, Br(trf,u) = 0 a,nd Bz(N,r)=t. Now, from (4.s) we

obtain the reduced ga,me

,Br1z1=|, ,fi1t,21=$

20
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l{e ca,n illustrate the reduced game property by computing Ar(T,ufi), Br(f,afi).

Ve get Br(T,r$1=O = Br(N,u), and Bz(T,rBd=+: Br(N,a).

Reca,Il from [8]t a, solution X is sta,ndard for two person games if for

all ueGN with llfl =2, we have

(4. 10)

where N -{i,j}, so that jfi.

Lemma 13: The Banzhaf value is standard for two person games.

Proof: Use (1.2) to write B;(N,u)=f,]rft\+o(N)-u(j)1, which is exactly

(4.10).

Now, we intend to show that the reduced game property and the standard

property uniquely determine the Banzhaf value.

Theorem 14: Let yz GN-R,. Then

(i) X has the reduced game property relative to the reduced game
(4.3), and

(ii) X is standard for two person games,

if a,nd only if X is the Ba,nzhaf value.

Proof: The ('if') part has been proved in Theorem 72 and Lemma 13, so

that the "only if" part remains to be proved. By the first part of the

proof, we know that the Ba,nzha,f value ha,s the propertie" (i) and (ii);

therefore, we ha,ve to prove that if X has also propertie" (i) and (ii),

then X=Il. In the first stage, we show that these properties imply for X:

D*. sXr,(S,u) - t(S,a),Vs g rr'

x;(N,a) = u(i.)+ +lr(N) - o(i) - u(j)l,vi e N,

(4.11)
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If l^91=1, i.e. S:{i}, let j b" a dummy to be added to form the game

({i,j},r), where ,(i,j)--u(i)+u(j) because I is a, dummy. By (ii), we have

x;({i, i},u) = u(i); by ( i ) , we have ,r11t1,rl;y) - x;({i,, j},u1, hence x;({i},al;) -- ,(i),

where uf;1 is the reduced game. Frorn the definition of the reduced ga,me we

have zr({r'}, of;1) = a(i) and from the def inition of 7r we ha,ve r({i},al;) = ,lrr(1.),

hence we have uf;1(;) =a(i). The result used in the equality shown above gives

X;({i},u)-r({i},u), where we used again the definition of r in the right hand

side. This shows tha,t (4.LI) holds for lSl =1. If lSl=2, then by (ii)

we have xx(S,a)=B*(S,u),V;es, hence by adding up these two equalities we get

(4.71) satisf ied for lSl =2, because B satisfies (4.11). If lSl >2,

consider a coalition [/ with lUl =2 and Let Uc -,S-U; we can write

Dr. ,Xi(s,r)- D, ,uXi(s,o)* D, ,u"xi(s,o)= D, .uxi(u,ot)+
* f r, ucx 

i(s, o) = r(u, 
"b) + D i, ucX 

i(s, a) = r(s, u),

where the second equality follows from (i), the third follows from (4.11)

for lSl=2, which has already been proved, and the last equa.lity follows

from the definition (4.3) of the reduced game. This shows that (4.L7) has

been proved for all ^9CN.

Note that in cases l,Sl =1 and lSl:2, we ha,ve proved more, namely we

have

(4.L2) xp(S,a) - Bp(S,a),Vft €,9.

Now, we intend to prove the equalifi ( .72) for all .9!l/, by induction over

the size of ^9; this will be the second stage of the proof, the uniqueness

of B. Ve assume that (4.12) holds for a,ll coalitions I' vith lll <s, and we
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shall prove it for ^9; the assumption holds for s = 3 as we noticed above,

hencelSl >3.

Consider any i€,S and je S, i* j, and denote U={i,j}, and (J"=S-IJ; Iet

o!, and ,ff be the reduced games defined by (4.3) for X and B. From

definition (4.3) and (4.11) we have:

r({i},o!r) - "(S - U},r) - to ,r"Xx(S 
- U}, a) = y;(S - {j},o),

r({i.\aB)-"(S -{i},o)- t* ,u"B*(S 
-{j},o)- Bi6 -{j},r);

by the induction assumption the la,st side on each row is the same, hence we

proved a{r111="BuU), taking into account the definition of r. Obviously, we

have also otrj)=r7T. This result shows that y;((I,uf)>x;(U,afi) if and only

it at(U)>r\(U), and a,Iso if and only if y/(I,u!,)>yr(V,aB). Ve proved

(4. 13) x;(U, a{,) ) x;(U, ufi)ey r(U, a!,) > y r(u, aB),

for any coalition I/C^9 with lUl =2. Consider now again [] ={i,j}; we have

X ;(5, u) = x ;(u, a{,) > yr(u, aff1 = a r1u, afi1 = a r1s, u1

if and only if

x i(s, u) = y r(u, a!) > x i(a, a&) = B i(u, uBu) = B i(s, u),

where the first equality on each row follows from (i), the second equality

follows from the fact that X=B for two person games, the last equality
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follows aga,in from

each pa,ir i, j eS ve

(i) and the double implica,tion

ha,ve

1S glven by (4.13). For

(4.74) x;(S,a) > Br(5'o) <+ xi(S,a)> a/S,u);

from (4.11) we have also

(4.15) Do. sX1,(S,o): t prsB1,(S',a)

hence, (4.L4) ca"n hold only if (4.12) holds, so that (4.L2) is proved.

Note that the proof has the same type of steps as the proof of

similar result in [8], but the new definition of the reduced game

introduced more difficulties.

Remarks: a) T. Driessen (1991), gives a comprehensive survey of

axioma,tizations based upon reduced game properties, for some va,luesl b) S.

Hart and A. Mas-Colel1 (1989), have also discussed extensions to the

weighted Shapley value of the properties connected to their potentia,l of

the Shapley va,lue; c) An alternative axiomatiza,tion of the Banzha,f va,Iue,

containing another reduced ga.me a,nd the reduced ga,me property, is

introduced by E. Lehrer (1988).

the

has
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